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Address KEO international Consultant 
Al Jazira Tower, Hamdan Street 
Abu Dhabi 
P.O. Box 27594 

Country United Arab Emirates UAE

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
OUR APPROACH

KEO brings together extensive capabilities to each project and to all of its clients, not just through its talented and experienced professionals but also
as a strategic partner to our clients. KEO adopts a unique principal-in-charge concept that provides high level executive input and oversight to all our
projects. We are there with our clients, drawing across Divisional lines, bringing value added assistance to strategize and structure the most feasible
functional, cost effective and successful projects.

No matter the project type, our deep-set culture of total client commitment inspires visionary master planning, award winning architecture, engineering
excellence and highly efficient project management delivery of the total project process, from inception through construction.

KEO can uniquely be a total service provider to our clients as a one-stop consultancy or standalone provider of specialized consulting services in:

Urban Design
Program or Project Management
Architectural Design
Civil Engineering
Quantity Surveying Services.
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A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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